(54) Title: IMPROVEMENTS IN AND RELATING TO MEMORY UPDATING

(57) Abstract: There is provided a method for updating an internal memory on a semiconductor device from an external memory. The external memory is arranged in a plurality of data portions. The method comprises the steps of writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory, processing the first data portion and, while the first data portion is being processed, once a selected data item is processed, starting to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory. The method may be applied to the processing of software by an embedded processor on a semiconductor device. There is also provided a semiconductor device and a hardware module for the semiconductor device.
Improvements in and relating to Memory Updating

Field of the Invention
The invention relates to updating semiconductor device internal memory from external memory. Particularly, but not exclusively, the invention relates to updating semiconductor device internal memory with software from an external memory for an embedded processor to read the software from the internal memory.

Background of the Invention
Embedded processors within a semiconductor device require software which may be read from an internal or an external memory.

Internal memory is advantageous because it can be accessed more quickly than external memory, as it can be directly connected to the processor bus. Thus, internal memory should be used when fast access speed is required. However, the larger the internal memory, the larger the size of the silicon chip which, of course, affects manufacturing costs. So, in practice, the internal memory size must be kept small, even though this limits the features which can be implemented in the internal memory software. That is, a compromise has to be found between fast access and small chip size.

For external memory, on the other hand, the size of the memory has no affect on silicon chip size. However, an external memory requires more cycles in order to be accessed through internal bus bridges, a memory controller, an external system bus and so on. Thus, external memory can be used when the software is too big for internal memory and/or when particularly fast access is not required.

To partially solve the problems associated with using an external memory, processor cache memory has been introduced. A cache memory provides fast access for data which is frequently accessed, whilst reserving the less
frequently accessed data in the external memory. The disadvantage of cache memory, however, is that the cache memory will only be updated when a cache miss happens i.e. when a read request cannot be satisfied by the cache memory but requires the external memory. This updating process takes extra cycles.

Summary of the Invention

It is an object of the invention to provide a method for updating an internal memory on a semiconductor device from an external memory, which mitigates or substantially overcomes the problems of prior art methods described above. It is a further object of the invention to provide hardware for updating an internal memory on a semiconductor device from an external memory.

In general terms, the invention provides that data from an external memory be written to an internal memory in segments or modules. The processor reads the data in the first module and, when the processor reaches a selected data item in the module, a memory controller is instructed to start to load the next module of data from the external memory to the internal memory. Thus, the internal memory is updated dynamically as required.

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for updating an internal memory on a semiconductor device from an external memory, data in the external memory being arranged for flow in a plurality of data portions, the method comprising the steps of:

writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory;
processing the first data portion; and
while the first data portion is being processed, once a selected data item is processed, starting to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.
The invention makes use of both internal memory and external memory. The internal memory is constantly updated from the external memory as the data in the internal memory is processed. This is achieved by arranging the data in the external memory in a plurality of data portions which may be loaded into the internal memory individually. As one data portion is processed, the next data portion can be loaded at an appropriate stage determined by the selected data item. The updating of the internal memory occurs at the same time as the processing of the data in the internal memory so that processing is not interrupted.

In one embodiment, the method further comprises the step of, while the first data portion is being processed, monitoring the processing for the selected data item. Monitoring the processing ensures that the second data portion is loaded to the internal memory at an appropriate stage.

In that embodiment, the step of monitoring the processing for the selected data item may comprise a hardware module monitoring the processing for the selected data item. The hardware module may be arranged to instruct the start of the writing of the second data portion once the selected piece of data is processed.

The step of writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory is preferably performed by a memory controller. In order to write the first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory, the memory controller is preferably arranged to read data from the external memory and to write data to the internal memory.

The step of starting to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory is preferably performed by a memory controller. In order to write the second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory, the memory controller may be arranged to read data from the external memory and to write data to the internal memory.
The memory controller may be on the semiconductor device. The hardware module may be on the semiconductor device.

In an embodiment where the method comprises the step of monitoring the processing and the monitoring is performed by a hardware module, the hardware module may be arranged to instruct the memory controller to start to write the second portion of data to the internal memory, once the selected data item is processed.

The step of processing the first data portion is preferably performed by a processor. The processor may be on the semiconductor device.

In one preferred embodiment, each data portion in the external memory is substantially the same size as the internal memory. Thus, the entire data portion in the external memory can be written to the internal memory in one go (but not necessarily in a single clock cycle).

Each data portion in the external memory may be defined by a set of external data addresses. Data in the internal memory may be defined by a set of internal data addresses. Preferably the total range of external data addresses is larger than the range of internal data addresses.

Each set of external data addresses (that is, the external data address range of each data portion) is preferably substantially the same size as the set of internal data addresses.

In that case, each external data address may be defined by x bits and each internal data address may be defined by (x-y) bits. x and y are positive integers so that each internal data address is defined by fewer bits than each external data address.
In that case, the step of writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory may include discarding $y$ bits of the data address. Thus, no reassigning of addresses between the external memory and the internal memory is required. This is done automatically by discarding the excess $y$ bits.

Also in that case, the step of processing the first data portion may comprise the steps of: a processor trying to read, for each data item in the first data portion, an address defined by $x$ bits; converting the address defined by $x$ bits to an internal memory address defined by $(x-y)$ bits, by discarding the $y$ most significant bits of the data address; and the processor reading, for each data item in the first data portion, the internal memory address defined by $(x-y)$ bits. Thus, no reassigning of addresses is required in order for the processor to be able to read the correct address, even though the processor has an instruction fetch to read an $x$-bit address, but the internal memory only has $(x-y)$-bit addresses. The step of converting preferably takes place in the internal memory, the internal memory automatically discarding $y$ bits because the number of bits defining the address which the processor is trying to read is too large.

In one embodiment, the data in the external memory is defined by external data addresses from 0X0000 to 0XFFFF (i.e. $x = 16$) and the data portions in the external memory are defined by the following sets of external data addresses: 0X0000 to 0X00FF, 0X0100 to 0X01FF, 0X0200 to 0X02FF and so on. In that embodiment, the data in the internal memory is defined by internal data addresses from 0X00 to 0XFF (i.e. $x-y = 8$). Thus, each data portion in the external memory is the same size as the internal memory.

Preferably, every data portion in the external memory, irrespective of its external data address set, is mapped to one set of internal data addresses in the internal memory. Thus, to convert from the data portion's external memory address to the internal memory address, some of the bits defining the address can simply be discarded. In that way, when each data portion is written from the
external memory to the internal memory, no compiler effort is required in order to reassign addresses.

The selected data item is preferably defined by one or more of the internal data addresses in the set. The one or more internal data addresses defining the selected data item will be equivalent to one or more external data addresses in the set of external data addresses for that data portion. The one or more internal data addresses defining the selected data item may be set by a user. The one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item may be termed a threshold address. The threshold address may be the same for all the data portions or the threshold address may be different for different data portions.

In one embodiment of the invention, the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

In another embodiment of the invention, the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses not following sequentially the first set of external data addresses. In this embodiment, the first data portion may include data on the external data address set of the second data portion. Where a memory controller is provided to write the data portions from the external memory to the internal memory, the memory controller may be instructed to load the second data portion, as defined by the second set of external data addresses, once the selected data item is processed.

The method may further comprise the steps of:

- completing writing the second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory;
- processing the second data portion; and
while the second data portion is being processed, once a second
selected data item is processed, starting to write a third data portion from the
external memory to the internal memory.

The method may additionally comprise the step of, while the second data
portion is being processed, monitoring the processing for the second selected
data item. The step of monitoring the processing for the second selected data
item may comprise the hardware module monitoring the processing for the
second selected data item. The step of processing the second data portion may
comprise the processor processing the second data portion.

The steps of the method of the invention as described above may be repeated
until all data portions in the external memory have been written to the internal
memory. That is, the first data portion is written to the internal memory and
processed, the second data portion is written to the internal memory and
processed, the third data portion is written to the internal memory and
processed and so on until the nth data portion has been processed. The
method may be repeated from the first data portion once all the data portions
have been written to the internal memory. Or, the method may be repeated from
the first data portion before all the data portions have been written to the
internal memory.

The method may be advantageously applied to the processing of software by
an embedded processor on a semiconductor device, for example, a silicon chip.

According to the first aspect of the invention, there is also provided a method for
updating an internal memory on a semiconductor device with software from an
external memory, the software in the external memory being arranged to be
loaded into the internal memory in a plurality of software portions, the method
comprising the steps of:

writing a first software portion from the external memory to the internal
memory, the first software portion being defined in the external memory by a
first set of external memory addresses and, once written to the internal memory, being defined in the internal memory by a set of internal memory addresses; processing the first software portion; and while the first software portion is being processed, once a selected software address is processed, starting to write a second software portion from the external memory to the internal memory, the second software portion being defined in the external memory by a second set of external memory addresses and, once written to the internal memory, being defined in the internal memory by the set of internal memory addresses.

According to a second aspect of the invention, there is provided a semiconductor device for operation with an external memory, data in the external memory being arranged for flow in a plurality of data portions, the semiconductor device comprising:
an internal memory for storing a data portion;
a memory controller for writing data from the external memory to the internal memory;
a processor for processing the data portion in the internal memory; and
a hardware module arranged, once a selected data item in a first data portion is processed, to instruct the memory controller to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

The invention makes use of both internal memory and external memory. The internal memory on the semiconductor device is constantly updated from the external memory as the data in the internal memory is processed. This is achieved by arranging the data in the external memory in a plurality of data portions which may be loaded into the internal memory individually. As one data portion is processed, the next data portion can be loaded at an appropriate stage determined by the selected data item. The internal memory is preferably a dual port memory so that the updating of the internal memory can occur at the same time as the processing of the data in the internal memory so that processing is not interrupted. The arrangement allows the internal memory on
the semiconductor device to be kept small thereby preventing an increase in manufacturing costs.

Preferably, the hardware module is arranged to monitor the processing for the selected data item. Monitoring the processing ensures that the second data portion is loaded to the internal memory at an appropriate stage.

The memory controller is preferably arranged to read data from the external memory and to write data to the internal memory, in order to write the data portions from the external memory to the internal memory.

In one preferred embodiment, each data portion in the external memory is substantially the same size as the internal memory. Thus, an entire data portion in the external memory can be written to the internal memory in one go.

Preferably, each data portion in the external memory is defined by a set of external data addresses. Preferably, data in the internal memory is defined by a set of internal data addresses. Preferably the total range of external data addresses is larger than the range of internal data addresses.

The set of external data addresses is preferably substantially the same size as the set of internal data addresses.

In that case, each external data address may be defined by x bits and each internal data address may be defined by (x-y) bits.

In that case, the memory controller may be arranged to discard y bits of the data address when writing data from the external memory to the internal memory. Thus, the external data address is automatically converted to an internal data address by discarding the appropriate number of bits.
In that case, the processor may be arranged, when processing the data portion in the internal memory, to try to read, for each data item in the first data portion, an address defined by x bits, and the internal memory may be arranged to convert the address defined by x bits to an internal memory address defined by (x-y) bits, by discarding the y most significant bits of the data address. Thus, although the processor tries to read an x-bit address (i.e. the instruction fetch is effectively for an external memory address), the internal memory discards the appropriate number of bits so that the address is converted to an internal memory address for the processor to read and no separate address reassignment is required.

In one embodiment, the data in the external memory is defined by external data addresses from 0X0000 to 0XFFFF and the data portions in the external memory are defined by the following sets of external data addresses: 0X0000 to 0X00FF, 0X0100 to 0X01FF, 0X0200 to 0X02FF and so on. In that embodiment, the data in the internal memory is defined by internal data addresses from 0X00 to 0XFF. Thus, each data portion in the external memory is the same size as the internal memory.

Preferably, every data portion in the external memory, irrespective of its external data address set, is mapped to a single set of internal data addresses in the internal memory. Thus, to convert from the data portion's external memory address to the internal memory address, some of the bits defining the address can simply be discarded. When each data portion is written from the external memory to the internal memory, no compiler effort is required in order to reassign addresses.

The selected data item is preferably defined by one or more of the internal data addresses in the set. The one or more internal data addresses defining the selected data item may be settable by a user.
The one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item may be termed a threshold address. The threshold address may be the same for all the data portions or the threshold address may be different for different data portions.

In one embodiment, the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

In another embodiment, the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses not following sequentially the first set of external data addresses. In the case where the second set of external data addresses does not follow sequentially from the first set of external data addresses, the processor may be arranged, as it processes the first data portion, to supply information to the hardware module regarding the second set of external data addresses. Then, once the selected data item is processed, the hardware module may instruct the memory controller to load the second data portion, as defined by the second set of external data addresses.

According to the second aspect of the invention, there is also provided a semiconductor device for operation with an external memory, software in the external memory being arranged to be loaded into the internal memory in a plurality of software portions, each software portion in the external memory being defined by a respective set of external memory addresses, the semiconductor device comprising:

- an internal memory for storing a software portion, the software portion being defined by a set of internal memory addresses;
- a memory controller for writing software from the external memory to the internal memory;
- a processor for processing the software portion in the internal memory; and
a hardware module arranged, once a selected software address in a first software portion is processed, to instruct the memory controller to write a second software portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is provided a hardware module for a semiconductor device, the semiconductor device being arranged for operation with an external memory, data in the external memory being arranged for flow in a plurality of data portions,

the semiconductor device comprising an internal memory for storing a data portion, a memory controller for writing data from the external memory to the internal memory and a processor for processing the data portion in the internal memory; and

the hardware module being arranged, once a selected data item in a first data portion is processed, to instruct the memory controller to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

Preferably, each data portion in the external memory is defined by a set of external data addresses. Preferably, data in the internal memory is defined by a set of internal data addresses. Preferably the total range of external data addresses is larger than the range of internal data addresses.

Each set of external data addresses is preferably substantially the same size as the set of internal data addresses. In that case, each external data address may be defined by \(x\) bits and each internal data address may be defined by \((x-y)\) bits.

In that case, the memory controller may be arranged to discard \(y\) bits of the data address when writing data from the external memory to the internal memory.
In that case, the processor may be arranged, when processing the data portion in the internal memory, to try to read, for each data item in the first data portion, an address defined by x bits, and the internal memory may be arranged to convert the address defined by x bits to an internal memory address defined by (x-y) bits, by discarding the y most significant bits of the data address.

In one embodiment, the data in the external memory is defined by external data addresses from 0X0000 to 0xFFFF and the data portions in the external memory are defined by the following sets of external data addresses: 0X0000 to 0X00FF, 0X0100 to 0X01FF, 0X0200 to 0X02FF and so on. In that embodiment, the data in the internal memory is defined by internal data addresses from 0X00 to 0XFF. Thus, each data portion in the external memory is the same size as the internal memory.

Preferably, every data portion in the external memory, irrespective of its external data address set, is mapped to a single set of internal data addresses in the internal memory. Thus, to convert from the data portion’s external memory address to the internal memory address, some of the bits defining the address can simply be discarded. When each data portion is written from the external memory to the internal memory, no compiler effort is required in order to reassign addresses.

Advantageously, the selected data item is defined by one or more of the internal data addresses in the set. The hardware module is preferably arranged to monitor the instruction fetch address, that is the address in the internal memory currently being read by the processor. Once the one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item matches the instruction fetch address, the hardware module can instruct the memory controller to load the next data portion to the internal memory.

The one or more internal data addresses defining the selected data item may be settable by a user.
The one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item may be termed a threshold address. The threshold address may be the same for all the data portions or the threshold address may be different for different data portions.

In one embodiment, the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses following sequentially the first set of external data addresses. In that embodiment, where the second set of external data addresses follows sequentially from the first set of external data addresses, the hardware module can instruct the memory controller to write the next data portion to the internal memory.

In another embodiment, the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses not following sequentially the first set of external data addresses. In that embodiment, where the second set of external data addresses does not follow sequentially from the first set of external data addresses, the processor may be arranged, as it processes the first data portion, to supply information to the hardware module regarding the second set of external data addresses. Then, once the selected data item is processed, the hardware module may instruct the memory controller to load the second data portion, as defined by the second set of external data addresses.

According to the third aspect of the invention, there is also provided a hardware module for a semiconductor device, the semiconductor device being arranged for operation with an external memory, software in the external memory being arranged to be loaded into the internal memory in a plurality of software portions each software portion in the external memory being defined by a respective set of external memory addresses,
the semiconductor device comprising an internal memory for storing a software portion, the software portion being defined by a set of internal memory addresses, a memory controller for writing data from the external memory to the internal memory and a processor for processing the software portion in the internal memory; and

the hardware module being arranged, once a selected software address in a first software portion is processed, to instruct the memory controller to write a second software portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

Any features described in relation to one aspect of the invention may also be applicable to another aspect of the invention.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**
An exemplary embodiment of the invention will now be described with reference to accompanying Figure 1 which is a schematic diagram of a semiconductor device according to an embodiment of the invention.

**Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiment**
Figure 1 shows a silicon chip 101 according to an embodiment of the invention.

The chip includes an internal memory 103, a processor 105, a hardware module in the form of a memory address monitor 107 and an external memory controller 109. The external memory controller 109 has access to an external memory 111.

The addresses in the external memory are shown schematically at A and the addresses in the internal memory are shown schematically at B. As can be seen at A, in this embodiment, the external memory software addresses run from 0X0000 to 0XFFFF (hexadecimal) and are segmented into addresses running from 0X0000 to 0X00FF, 0X0100 to 0X01FF, 0X0200 to 0X02FF etc.

As can be seen at B, the internal memory software addresses run from 0X00 to 0XFF only. That is, the external memory software addresses are defined by a
16 bit address whereas the internal memory software addresses are defined by a 8 bit address.

In general terms, operation of the arrangement of Figure 1 is as follows. After power up, the external memory controller 109 loads the first segment of software from the external memory 111 into the internal memory 103. The processor 105 starts running and starts to process the first segment of software from the internal memory. The memory address monitor 107 monitors the software address which is currently being processed (i.e. the instruction fetch address) and, once the processor reaches a selected threshold, the indication is given from the memory address monitor 107 to the external memory controller 109 to load the second segment of the software from the external memory 111 to the internal memory 103. At that stage, the processor can start to process the second segment of software from the internal memory. Thus, the processing continues through the third, fourth,..., nth segments, the segments being loaded into the internal memory 103 one at a time on instruction of the memory address monitor.

Now consider the software addresses in the internal and external memories in more detail. As already described, the external memory 111 is divided into segments, the segments being decided by the memory address monitor 107. The addresses in the external memory run from 0X0000 to 0xFFFF and are segmented into addresses running from 0X0000 to 0X00FF, 0X0100 to 0X01FF, 0X0200 to 0X02FF and so on i.e. 16 bit addresses. The addresses in the internal memory run from 0X00 to 0XFF only i.e. 8 bit addresses. Thus, the actual software addresses run from 0X0000 to 0xFFFF and are segmented into modules such that the modules in the external memory 111 are each the same size as the internal memory 103. There may be any number of segments in the external memory.

When the first segment from the external memory (0X0000 to 0X00FF) is loaded into the internal memory 103, its addresses in the internal memory
become 0X00 to 0XFF. Similarly, when the second segment from the external memory (0X0100 to 0X01FF) is loaded into the internal memory 103, its addresses in the internal memory become 0X00 to 0XFF. This is the same for the remaining segments, as is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software segment</th>
<th>Actual software address map (i.e. in external memory 111)</th>
<th>Segmented software address map (i.e. in internal memory 103)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0X0000 to 0X00FF</td>
<td>0X00 TO 0XFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0X0100 to 0X01FF</td>
<td>0X00 TO 0XFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0X0200 to 0X02FF</td>
<td>0X00 TO 0XFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0X0300 to 0X03FF</td>
<td>0X00 TO 0XFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0XFFFF to 0XFFFF</td>
<td>0X00 TO 0XFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, the software and processor still use a 16 bit address line even when the segment is loaded into the internal memory, but the internal memory uses only a 8 bit address line, so there is a mismatch. If we assume that the address boundaries for segmentation in the external memory are properly chosen to match the internal memory size exactly, this mismatch can be easily dealt with.

For example, if the processor tries an instruction fetch on address 0X41AB (16 bit), the processor issues address 0X41AB on its address bus and this address line goes to the internal memory. In the internal memory, this address line is reduced to 8 bits i.e. the values of bits 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 are discarded. This is because no physical hardware address line for bits 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 are implemented in the internal memory. So, the internal memory will return read data for address 0XAB (8 bit), but this is exactly the address the processor required for its instruction fetch, in any case. So, the processor can process the data as if it were address 0X41AB and does not need to know about the bit reduction in the internal memory. So, as long as the segment size in the external memory matches the internal memory size and the processor supports an address range required by the original software before segmentation, this will work. Of course, this is only an example. The external memory addresses could be 12 bit and the internal memory addresses could be
8 bit, or the external memory addresses could be 16 bit and the internal memory addresses could be 12 bit (in which case the internal memory would discard 4 bits) or any other suitable arrangement.

Thus, the memory segment size in the external memory 111 should fit into a neat address boundary so that the physical memory address used in a memory segment (the external memory address for the segment) always matches the offset address stored in the compiled object code (the segmented software address in the internal memory). Or, putting it another way, the segmented mapping in the internal memory address is the same for each segment of the external memory. Therefore the user should set the start address of each external memory software segment to the first address in the internal memory segment. Also, the user should limit the size of each software module to be the same size or smaller than the internal memory segment. In that way, no compiler effort is required in order to reassign addresses between the external and internal memories.

If one software block size (i.e. external memory address range) is less than the internal memory size, dummy code need to be added at the end of the block so that the segment size matches the internal memory address size. This is done before software compilation to ensure that the first data item in the next segment sits on the correct segmentation boundary after software compilation.

Preferably, the internal memory size is the full range of one of 2 bit values, for example 0X00 to 0XFF, 0X000 to 0X1FF or 0X0000 to 0X7FFF. If the internal memory size is not the full range, for example, 0X00 to 0XFC, this is still workable as long as the segmentation range in the external memory is kept to 0X00 to 0XFF, with 0XFD to 0XFF remaining unused (i.e. dummy).

As already mentioned, the memory address monitor 107 detects when the internal memory segment can be replaced with a new program and, when this is the case, gives an indication to the memory controller 109 to update the internal
memory 103. Thus, when a given set of software addresses is loaded in the internal memory 103, the memory address monitor 107 monitors the software address being processed and, once that internal memory address reaches a given threshold (for example 0XE0), the memory address monitor will give an indication to the memory controller 109 to load the next segment from the external memory 111 to the internal memory 103. The detection will be done using a threshold value on the memory address. The threshold configuration can be set by a user and may be set for each segment or may be the same for all the segments.

The internal memory is a dual port memory so that the updating process (i.e. loading a new segment from the external memory) does not interrupt the processor's instruction fetch (i.e. the processor reading data from the internal memory). Because the internal memory is dual port, it can be read out by the processor while, at the same time, it is written by the memory controller with new contents. This is possible when the reading address, accessed by the processor, is on a higher address range in the internal memory than the writing address, accessed by the memory controller, the lower address range accessed by the memory controller already having been read out by the processor. Also, it is necessary that, while access to the two ports is taking place in parallel, the writing address does not overtake the reading address.

With regards to the threshold address, there will be a problem if the software code in one segment has a branch instruction (for example an instruction to move to processing a different segment or different portion of the same segment) which occurs before the threshold value. That way, the threshold address may be missed, so that the memory address monitor never gives the instruction to load the next segment. To solve this problem, we may introduce a rule in the software so that any branch instruction may be moved to after the threshold address. In that way, the instruction will still be given to load the next segment, as the threshold address will be reached before the branch instruction is reached. This may involve adding some dummy cycles so that the instruction
fetch address after the branch instruction does not overtake the address in the internal memory which is being written to by the memory controller as it copies the next segment from the external memory to the internal memory.

The segments in the external memory need not be loaded into the internal memory in sequence. The software in the internal memory 103 being processed by the processor 105 may provide an indication of the next memory segment to be loaded. The processor 105 is then able to give information to the memory address monitor 107 to select the next software segment to be loaded, by writing into a register inside the memory address monitor 107. Thus, as the memory address monitor monitors the instruction fetch address, when the selected threshold is reached, the memory address monitor will decide the next module to be loaded and will give the appropriate indication to the external memory controller.

The invention is suitable for software in which the flow can be segmented into smaller software modules, each module being the same size as the memory segment.

Thus, it will be seen from the above description that the invention solves the problem of internal memory size limitation by updating the internal memory dynamically whenever required, without slowing down the processing performance.
Claims:
1. A method for updating an internal memory on a semiconductor device from an external memory, data in the external memory being arranged for flow in a plurality of data portions, the method comprising the steps of:
   writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory;
   processing the first data portion; and
   while the first data portion is being processed, once a selected data item is processed, starting to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

2. A method according to claim 1 further comprising the step of, while the first data portion is being processed, monitoring the processing for the selected data item.

3. A method according to claim 2 wherein the step of monitoring the processing for the selected data item comprises a hardware module monitoring the processing for the selected data item.

4. A method according to claim 3 wherein the hardware module is on the semiconductor device.

5. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the step of writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory comprises a memory controller writing the first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

6. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the step of starting to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory comprises a memory controller starting to write the second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.
7. A method according to claim 5 or claim 6 wherein the memory controller is on the semiconductor device.

8. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the step of processing the first data portion comprises a processor processing the first data portion.

9. A method according to claim 8 wherein the processor is on the semiconductor device.

10. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein each data portion in the external memory is substantially the same size as the internal memory.

11. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein each data portion in the external memory is defined by a set of external data addresses.

12. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein data in the internal memory is defined by a set of internal data addresses.

13. A method according to claim 12 when dependent on claim 11 wherein each set of external data addresses is substantially the same size as the set of internal data addresses.

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein each external data address is defined by x bits and each internal data address is defined by (x-y) bits.

15. A method according to claim 14 wherein the step of writing a first data portion from the external memory to the internal memory includes discarding y bits of the data address.
16. A method according to claim 14 or claim 15 wherein the step of processing the first data portion comprises the steps of:

   a processor trying to read, for each data item in the first data portion, an address defined by x bits;

   converting the address defined by x bits to an internal memory address defined by (x-y) bits, by discarding the y most significant bits of the data address; and

   the processor reading, for each data item in the first data portion, the internal memory address defined by (x-y) bits.

17. A method according to any one of claims 12 to 16 wherein the selected data item is defined by one or more of the internal data addresses in the set.

18. A method according to claim 17 where the one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item are set by a user.

19. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

20. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 18 wherein the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses not following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

21. A semiconductor device for operation with an external memory, data in the external memory being arranged for flow in a plurality of data portions, the semiconductor device comprising:

   an internal memory for storing a data portion;

   a memory controller for writing data from the external memory to the internal memory;
a processor for processing the data portion in the internal memory; and a hardware module arranged, once a selected data item in a first data portion is processed, to instruct the memory controller to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

22. A semiconductor device according to claim 21 wherein the hardware module is arranged to monitor the processing for the selected data item.

23. A semiconductor device according to claim 21 or claim 22 wherein each data portion in the external memory is substantially the same size as the internal memory.

24. A semiconductor device according to any one of claims 21 to 23 wherein each data portion in the external memory is defined by a set of external data addresses.

25. A semiconductor device according to any one of claims 21 to 24 wherein data in the internal memory is defined by a set of internal data addresses.

26. A semiconductor device according to claim 25 when dependent on claim 24 wherein each set of external data addresses is substantially the same size as the set of internal data addresses.

27. A semiconductor device according to claim 26 wherein each external data address is defined by x bits and each internal data address is defined by (x-y) bits.

28. A semiconductor device according to claim 27 wherein the memory controller is arranged to discard y bits of the data address when writing data from the external memory to the internal memory.
29. A semiconductor device according to claim 27 or claim 28 wherein the processor is arranged, when processing the data portion in the internal memory, to try to read, for each data item in the first data portion, an address defined by x bits, and the internal memory is arranged to convert the address defined by x bits to an internal memory address defined by (x-y) bits, by discarding the y most significant bits of the data address.

30. A semiconductor device according to any one of claims 25 to 29 wherein the selected data item is defined by one or more of the internal data addresses in the set.

31. A semiconductor device according to claim 30 where the one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item can be set by a user.

32. A semiconductor device according to any one of claims 21 to 31 wherein the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

33. A semiconductor device according to any one of claims 21 to 31 wherein the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses not following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

34. A hardware module for a semiconductor device, the semiconductor device being arranged for operation with an external memory, data in the external memory being arranged for flow in a plurality of data portions, the semiconductor device comprising an internal memory for storing a data portion, a memory controller for writing data from the external memory to the internal memory and a processor for processing the data portion in the internal memory; and
the hardware module being arranged, once a selected data item in a first data portion is processed, to instruct the memory controller to write a second data portion from the external memory to the internal memory.

35. A hardware module according to claim 34 wherein each data portion in the external memory is defined by a set of external data addresses.

36. A hardware module according to claim 34 or claim 35 wherein data in the internal memory is defined by a set of internal data addresses.

37. A hardware module according to claim 36 when dependent on claim 35 wherein each set of external data addresses is substantially the same size as the set of internal data addresses.

38. A hardware module according to claim 37 wherein each external data address is defined by x bits and each internal data address is defined by (x-y) bits.

39. A hardware module according to claim 38 wherein the memory controller is arranged to discard y bits of the data address when writing data from the external memory to the internal memory.

40. A hardware module according to claim 38 or claim 39 wherein the processor is arranged, when processing the data portion in the internal memory, to try to read, for each data item in the first data portion, an address defined by x bits, and the internal memory is arranged to convert the address defined by x bits to an internal memory address defined by (x-y) bits, by discarding the y most significant bits of the data address.

41. A hardware module according to any one of claims 36 to 40 wherein the selected data item is defined by one or more of the internal data addresses in the set.
42. A hardware module according to claim 41 wherein the one or more of the internal data addresses defining the selected data item can be set by a user.

43. A hardware module according to any one of claims 34 to 42 wherein the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.

44. A hardware module according to any one of claims 34 to 42 wherein the first and second data portions are defined by a respective set of external data addresses, the second set of external data addresses not following sequentially the first set of external data addresses.
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